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Abstract Abstract 
We propose to lure your gaze into our pages by offering for your purveyance delicious, sparkling romance. 
Though oft have invitations -- even flatteries -- been addressed to you, how can you now resist the unique 
recounting of passion between Paris and H-- of T-- told by a certain bold champion of our Society who is 
as handsome as he is anonymous; or can you refuse an adventurous, bloody tale of pirates, written by a 
dashing teenager who later became that famous arch communist, Friedrich Engels? 
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modem fantasy. We especially enjoy parodies, jokes, 
poems, and riddles. 

Mythellany is a fantasy fiction magazine published 
annually around mid.July or early August. 

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

Dear Reader - Bold or Coy - 
We propose to lure your gaze into our pages by 

offering for your purveyance delicious, sparkling 
romance. Though oft have invitations - even flatteries - 
been addressed to you, how can you now resist the 
unique recounting of passion between Paris and H- of 
T- told by a certain bold champion of our Society who 
is as handsome as he is anonymous; or can you refuse 
an adventurous, bloody tale of pirates, written by a 
dashing teenager who later became that famous arch 
communist, Friedrich Engels? This, the only fictional 
story he wrote, is translated into English perhaps for 
the first time by that eminent bluestocking, Christine 
Lowentrout. We also bring you news of Nessie, the 
revelations of apprentices, and an appearance by the 
moon. 

If you like to become acquainted with authors, or if 
you like chickens in theory or reality, let us introduce 
you - via interview - to Rev. Walter M. Wangerin, Jr., 
author of The Book of the Dun Cow. Lastly, with all 
love and respect, we have a special treat for Mythlore 
readers everywhere. 

So throw off those garters, unlace the passementerie, 
consign the parure to the safe, rest in the shade of some 
great oak and surrender yourselves to the pleasures of 
Mythellany 83/84. 
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The Mythopoeic Society also publishes Mythlore, a 
literary quarterly focusing on myth and fantasy, 
especially the works of J.RR Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and 
Charles Willia~, and Mythprint, a monthly bulletin on 
mythopoeic doings, many of them Society sponsored, 
and Mythellany, a fantasy fiction magazine published 
annuaIIY and distributed by mail for $2.75 per copy. For 
more information, write the Mythopoeic Society, 1008 N. 
Monterey, Alhambra, CA 91801. 
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